
PORCH
Protects the entrance and creates space

The porch gives a dry entry into the tent and provides a place for shoes and other items. It is possible 
to open the porch completely which offers a rain-protected area with a 180-degree view. Can easily be 

removed without taking down the tent, for example if there is a risk of bad weather.

Porch Comfort 7 cp.
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Porches

Accessory connector
As of 2012, all Safir and Zirkon Nordic tipis of sizes 5–9 have a 
patented accessory sleeve (an integrated holder for accessories, 
placed over the door). There is a separate accessory connector 
 available for earlier models, for Onyx and for tent size 15. Find the 
right accessory connector for your Nordic tipi at tentipi.com

Absid 
The porch gives a dry entry into the tent and provides storage. 
Open to ventilate via the mosquito net fitted door or the mosquito 
net fitted side wall. It is possible to open the porch completely, 
which offers a rain-protected area with a 180-degree view. 
The porch is not intended to resist strong winds and snow. 
The exceptional storm resistance of a Tentipi® Nordic tipi is 
maintained by the porch being designed so that it can easily 
be removed in bad weather.

Material 
Pro cp – beige, strong and water-repellent cotton/polyester 
fabric. The fabric is denser and more resistant to sunlight as 
regards strength and colour fastness than all corresponding 
fabrics tested. It has also better form stability and water re- 
pellency properties. The porch has a reinforcement at the bottom 
for better wear resistance.

Comfort cp – beige, strong and water-repellent cotton/polyester 
fabric. The porch has a reinforcement at the bottom for better 
wear resistance. 

Porch Pro cp Comfort cp

Size 7 9 7 9

Recommended for tent model Safir 7 cp Safir 9 cp Zrikon/Onyx 7 cp Zrikon/Onyx 9 cp

Weight (kg) 6.5 6.8 6.3 6.6

Length along ground (cm) 140 140

Width (cm) 175 210 175 210

Height (cm) 180 175 180 175

Size when packed (cm) 53x31x23 61x33x25 53x31x23 61x33x25

Article number 10702 10902 10703 10903
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